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Lean across
a distance
How one utility didn’t let a pandemic stop
it from pursuing operational excellence

When organizations pursue lean transformation and incorporate lean
principles into their cultures, they often face challenges along the way.
However, few challenges have been as disruptive or all-encompassing
as the worldwide COVID-19 pandemic. Faced with the possibility
of putting its lean transformation on hold for months or even years,
the Power Supply team at Hawaiian Electric worked with Simpler
Consulting, an IBM company, and discovered a way to keep its lean
journey progressing even as the pandemic disrupted the workforce.
The leaders at Hawaiian Electric are used to tough challenges. For
129 years, they’ve kept the lights on for customers through lava
flows, earthquakes and hurricanes, and the utility currently serves
96 percent of Hawaii’s 1.4 million residents. Yet unlike a single storm
or incident — the pandemic had no end in sight, and there were many
unique safety and business challenges that needed to be addressed.
“It’s very critical for us to protect our workforce,” said Michael DeCaprio,
Director of the Generation Division. “In the mainland United States,
if there’s a COVID outbreak at a power plant, the plant could be shut
down with very few consequences because other plants in the power
grid could cover for that down time. We’re an isolated group of islands.
If we don’t have enough operators to run one of our plants, people in
Hawaii are going to lose their electricity.”
In February 2020, the incident management team at Hawaiian Electric
was activated. DeCaprio and the leaders of other teams at Hawaiian
Electric put all non-essential projects on hold, including their lean
transformation work with Simpler Consulting, so they could focus
on reworking their most vital procedures.
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Keeping the lights on from home
The relationship between Simpler and Hawaiian Electric didn’t stop
even when Hawaii put travel restrictions in place. Jim Little and Stephen
Brune at Simpler knew that the tools and focus that came from a lean
approach would be useful even during a crisis. When it became clearer
that Hawaiian Electric would be operating under pandemic conditions
long-term, Little and Brune reached out to propose ways that Hawaiian
Electric could keep moving forward, and along with Hawaiian Electric
Power Supply leadership team’s desire and commitment to maintain
and advance their momentum and results, an approach was developed.
At the time, many of Hawaiian Electric’s staff had switched to working
from home, and they also faced the challenge of bringing people
together across different facilities and islands. Driving Strategic
Initiative and Value Stream improvements are core features of
the lean transformation process and the Simpler Business System®.
As experienced consultants who have seen over and over again just
how valuable in-person Strategic Initiative implementation and
Rapid Improvement Events (RIEs) can be, Little and Brune had to
use their own lean-thinking approach to devise a way to run these
events remotely.
“I never imagined in this world I would be doing a remote RIE,” Brune
said. “There are some natural advantages to bringing people together
in person. We focused on replicating those advantages as much as
possible to build a remote event that would be engaging, interactive
and intuitive.”
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Driving focus across a distance
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The leaders of Hawaiian Electric were committed to maintaining
and advancing momentum on its lean transformation, but this initially
dovetailed with some hesitation. They were concerned about video
call fatigue and thought learning to use a new software tool might
be a barrier.
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Working with Christine Fe Benito, a manager in the Operational
Excellence Department, Little and Brune devised a combination of
structured video call sessions and recreated as many of the interactive
elements and lean tools as they could in online work boards. Fe Benito
and her team of practitioners also laid the groundwork to make the
remote RIE successful by training as many people as possible on how
to use the interactive tools, so they could come to the digital event
feeling comfortable and ready to focus on the substance of the RIE.
“We learned that our Power Supply team is very adaptable,” said
Fe Benito. “People were excited to try it. I was really impressed
by how quickly our people learned the tools. It was amazing.”

Unexpected advantages and success
One additional benefit they didn’t expect from the new format was
how much easier it would be to engage with other divisions within their
business unit on neighboring islands in Maui County and Hawaii Island.
Participation from these groups in the in-person RIEs had been low
because of the amount of plane travel involved, and the remote RIE
format made it possible for Hawaiian Electric to expand lean thinking
to those groups and set them up to successfully achieve their own
targets and goals.
With the digital events and workflows established, Hawaiian Electric
was able to keep making progress on its lean transformation and take
advantage of opportunities they had to improve on challenges that
arose during pandemic planning and to plan for new improvements
that could be introduced as soon as regular operations resume.
Additionally, two other business units within Hawaiian Electric have
decided to pursue their own lean transformations so that they can
build off the success the Power Supply team has achieved.
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“Before we started using lean, we really had a shotgun approach to
improvement,” said DeCaprio. “Our improvement process wasn’t as
sophisticated as it is today. Simpler has held us to a higher standard.
They provide a mature and sophisticated process. To me, the current
approach just adds so much clarity to where we are and where we
want to be.

Simpler plans to continue providing the remote model they created
with Hawaiian Electric to clients in 2021 and beyond. See how
your organization could benefit from this new approach to
lean transformation.
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